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Little Peanut series is written for 2-6 year old children, teaches children about the
world around them, and develops children's interest for reading.
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??????????????
Simplified Chinese edition of I Just Ate My Friend
Traditional Chinese edition of Rules of Summer by Shaun Tan (Arrival). Tan's
vivid oil paintings showing a big brother teaching the younger brother the rules rules impossible for the younger brother to anticipate and to follow. Anyone with a
brother, or even sister, can identify with the palpitating heart of the younger, with
fear, and the older, with sheepish delight of the holding authority. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Geraldine, The Music Mouse by Caldecott winner
Leo Lionni. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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After Rowan is mysteriously transformed into a tiny fairy, she is thrust into a world
of fairy clans and talking robins where, she discovers, her long-missing mother is
also trapped.
Rowan Oakwing a London Fairy Tale Rowan and the Heart of OakHodder
Children's BooksOakwingA Fairy's TaleSimon and Schuster
Rowan’s epic adventure continues in this stunning sequel to E.J. Clarke’s
magical novel, Oakwing. Being a fairy is a lot more dangerous than you think…
Ever since Rowan was transformed into a fairy, her life has been filled with
perilous adventure. And when her mom is kidnapped by an evil fairy called
Vulpes and his army of foxes, Rowan sets off on her most dangerous mission
yet. With the help of her fairy friends—plus a tiger released from London
Zoo!—she’s sure she can rescue her mom and save the fairy realms. But Vulpes
is cunning and sly. And he’s luring Rowan right into a trap.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship
of Her Own Making, Amazon Best Books of the Month, May 2011 and winner of
Andre Norton Award. Ana Juan's illustrations conjure up the drawings of Lewis
Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. And the story of a 12-year-old girl
from Nebraska who was spirited away to a fairyland by Green Wind has has the
feel of the classic. This book is bound to become a classic as well. In Traditional
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Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
???????????????????????????????,??????????????????????????????,????????
???????,????????......
???????15??????????????:???????????????,???????????????????????????????
????,?????????????????????,????????????????????????.

?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
?????????,?????????
The manuscript of Cecilia was submitted to Dr Burney and Mr Crisp during its
composition, and their suggestions were in some cases adopted, as we learn from
theDiary. Dr Johnson was not consulted, but a desire at once to imitate and to please
him evidently controlled the work. Under these circumstances it is naturally less fresh
and spontaneous than Evelina, but it is more mature. The touch is surer and the plot
more elaborate. We cannot to-day fully appreciate the “conflict scene between mother
and son,” for which, Miss Burney tells us, the book was written; but the pictures of
eighteenth century affectations are all alive, and the story is thoroughly absorbing,
except, perhaps, in the last book. Miss Burney often took the name of her characters
from her acquaintances, and it seems probable that some of the “types” in Cecilia are
also drawn from real life. The title of Miss Austen's Pride and Prejudice was borrowed
from Cecilia, and some points of resemblance may be traced between the two novels.
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“A thoughtfully crafted sequel.” —School Library Journal Rowan’s epic adventures
continue in this stunning sequel to E.J. Clarke’s magical novel, Oakwing. Being a fairy
is a lot more dangerous than you think… Ever since Rowan was transformed into a fairy,
her life has been filled with perilous adventures. And when her mom is kidnapped by an
evil fairy called Vulpes and his army of foxes, Rowan sets off on her most dangerous
mission yet. With the help of her fairy friends—plus a tiger released from London
Zoo!—she’s sure she can rescue her mom and save the fairy realms. But Vulpes is
cunning and sly. And he’s luring Rowan right into a trap.
???????????????, ???????????,????????????5????101, ??????????,
???????????????, ????????, ????????????????.
Chinese edition of After you'd Gone. Alice lost John. Their love didn't die with his death.
But Alice may have chosen to end her own life. The novel is nominated as one of
Guardian's best novels from the past 25 years. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Simplified Chinese edition of Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
This book is written by practitioners and experts with day to day experience to support the work
of managers, engineers and administrators for the protection of the environment. The current
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terminology in environmental management and technology has been compiled both in English
and in Chinese. Both specialist and laymen will profit from the glossary that reflects the modern
state-of-the-art. The glossary includes over one thousand terms on various aspects of
environmental management: analysis, biology, ecology, management, legislation, and pollution
control technology for air, water and wastes. The focus of the glossary is on environmental
protection as part of sustainable development.
??????·?????1973????
Being a fairy is a lot more dangerous than you think . . . There's a strange magic to London's
parks. When the sun sets and the gates are closed, tiny winged creatures come to life. The
only way to meet them is to become one. And if you become one, there's no way back. Rowan
cries herself to sleep in Hyde Park and wakes up ten centimetres tall, with tiny oak-leaf wings.
She's about to go on an adventure in the hidden world of fairies and foxes. But Rowan's quest
will be perilous, with fearsome enemies at her heels. If she wants to get home, she'll need to
find the courage she never knew she had, and discover powers she'd never even imagined . . .

?????????
Being a fairy is a lot more dangerous than you think ... Ever since Rowan was
transformed into a fairy, her life has been filled with perilous adventure. And when her
mum is kidnapped by evil Vulpes and his army of foxes, Rowan sets off on her most
dangerous mission yet. With the help of her fairy friends - plus a tiger released from
London Zoo! - she's sure she can rescue her mum and save the fairy realms. But
Vulpes is cunning and sly. And he's luring Rowan right into a trap ...
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???Simon and Schuster 1986????
Rowan's mother went missing seven years ago. On the anniversary of her
disappearance, Rowan cries herself to sleep beneath their favorite tree in Hyde Park, in
the very heart of London. When she wakes up she's tiny..and has wings.
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